
Masked Vigilante: Year One

A narrative role play game where the players each take the role of a 
character who has witnessed the actions of a masked vigilante. 

After a year of the masked vigilante's actions the group have 
gathered together to discuss what they have witnessed. Once their 
discussion ends they will determine if the vigilante is a criminal to 
be stopped or a boon to a corrupt society. However, one of the 
members of the group is the vigilante in his everyday guise and one 
of the members has already made up their mind about this scourge.

Requirements for Play
• Four Players.
• A Standard 52 Deck of Playing Cards.
• Paper and Pencils.
• A couple of hours.



Game Set-up

Select your character
Each player should select, read and complete one character sheet.

• Journalist
• Scientist
• Teacher
• Entrepreneur
• Officer of the Law
• Doctor

Create three decks of cards
• Narrative Deck: All cards from Ace – 10 in each suit.
• Hidden Roles Deck: King of Clubs, King of Hearts, any two 

Jacks.
• Season Deck: All four Queens

Shuffle the narrative deck and place it where everyone can reach it.

Shuffle the hidden roles deck and give each player a card which 
they keep secret.

 King of Clubs – Vigilante: Wants to goes free.
 King of Hearts – Opposition: Wants the vigilante captured.
 Either Jack – Citizen: Wins if in majority after vote.

Shuffle the season deck, turn over the top card, this is the starting 
season. Place the other cards from the season deck in order under it
so the corner of each card is visible.

 Spring – Spades (one point)
 Summer – Hearts (two curves)
 Autumn – Clubs (three circles)
 Winter – Diamonds (four points)

Card Ranking
The suit of the current season is classed as a trump suit which is 
always higher than other suits. In cases where cards have the same 
numerical value, their ranking is determined by which season will 
occur first.



Prologue

The prologue helps the players set the scene for their story. Each 
player will add details and help shape the environment in which 
their characters and the masked vigilante live. 

The prologue consists of a single round which has the following 
steps:

• Draw Cards
• Determine the Decade
• Determine the Location
• Determine the Vigilante's Origin
• Determine the Vigilante's Name

Draw Cards
Each player should draw five cards from the narrative deck.

Determine each detail in order using the following rules:

Each player plays a card face down in front of them.

All cards are revealed at once, the player with the highest value 
card gets to determine the next detail in the list. Once a player has 
determined a detail they no longer reveal their card.

1. Determine the Decade
In which decade, from 1900 to the present, is the game narrative 
set? Describe a little about that decade to the other players. Each 
other player may then add a small detail about the decade, going 
clockwise from the winning player.

2. Determine the Location
Where in the world is the game narrative set? Describe the location 
in more detail. Each player may then add a small additional detail, 
going clockwise from the winning player.

3. Determine the Vigilante's Origin
What started the vigilante on their journey to becoming a vigilante? 
Describe this in detail. Each player may then add a small addition 
detail, going clockwise from the winning player.

4. Determine the Vigilante's Name
What is the name the citizens of the location have given to the 
vigilante? Describe what the vigilante wears. Each player can add a 
small additional detail, going clockwise from the winning player.



Year One

The main narrative of the game takes place over a year. This is the 
first year in which the masked vigilante becomes active. The players
should use the seasons to help give their characters' witness 
accounts more flavour. Only three seasons are covered in this part 
of the game, each represented by a single round. Every player will 
have an opportunity to contribute to the narrative arc of the masked
vigilante in each season.

Starting a Round
At the beginning of each round.

• Change the Season
• Draw Cards
• Determine Play Order

Change the season
If this is not the first round take the top card from the season deck 
and place it at the bottom so that the corner of the card is still 
visible.

Draw Cards
Each player should draw cards until they have a hand of five cards.

Determine Play Order
Each player should play a single card face down. Reveal all the 
cards at the same time. The player with the highest card takes their 
turn last, the player to their left has their turn first. The current 
season is the trump suit.



Playing a Turn
For each turn the current player should take the following steps.

• Draw three additional cards
• Describe an event
• Answer questions

Draw Three Additional Cards
The current player should draw three additional card from the 
narrative deck.

Describe an Event
The current player should describe an event involving the masked 
vigilante as witnessed by their character. The event should involve 
greater consequences that previous event. The player should also 
take into consideration the current season when describing the 
event.

Answer Questions
The other players, starting with the player to the left of the current 
player, each of the other players should ask the current player a 
question in one of two forms.

1. Yes/No Question
The questioner should pose a question about the action of the 
masked vigilante which could be answered simply with yes or no. 
They should also play one card from their hand face up on the table.
If the witness wishes to answer yes they must play a higher card, if 
they wish to answer no they must play a lower card. The witness 
should embellish on the event considering the new detail found.

2. Personal Question
Alternatively the questioner can pose a personal question to the 
witness about how they felt or what they did. Both the questioner 
and the witness should discard a card.



Epilogue

The epilogue takes place during the final season of the masked 
vigilante's first year. Here the players will determine what is the 
outcome for the vigilante, will he be unmasked and imprisoned or 
will he be left free to do as he pleases.

The epilogue is a single round with the following steps
• Change to the Final Season.
• Attempt to Identify the Vigilante
• Determine the Fate of the Vigilante
• Describe an Event with the Vigilante

Change to the Final Season
Take the top card from the season deck and place it at the bottom 
so that the corner of the card is still visible.

Attempt to Identify the Vigilante
The player with the opposition card (King of Hearts), should reveal 
themselves to the rest of the group. They should attempt to identify 
the vigilante amongst the group. The player they select should 
reveal their hidden role card to determine if the opposition was 
correct or not.

Determine the Fate of the Vigilante
If the masked vigilante has been identified they should not take part
in determining their fate, but they should keep their remaining card 
for the final part of the game.

Each remaining player should reveal their final card. Total the red 
suited cards and compare them to the total value of the black suited
cards.

If the red value is greater then the vigilante will be found to be boon
to society free to act as they please.
If the black value is greater then the vigilante will be captured for 
disobeying the laws that everyone else has to conform too.

Describe an Event with the Vigilante
Starting with the player with highest value card of the losing 
red/black total and through the lowest back up the highest of the 
winning red/black total each player should describe an event.

This event should be one that occurs directly between their 
character and the vigilante. If the player is the vigilante they can 
describe an internal monologue or narrate a scene.

Players should lead towards the outcome determined by the cards.



Journalist

Name:

(Pick a name for your character, 
both the surname and given 
name should start with the same
letter.)

Traits: 
Independent / Obedient
Persistent / Polite
Inquisitive / Creative

(Select one of the options for 
each of the three traits, cross-
out the other.)

Questions:
What would you most like to ask 
the masked vigilante?

Why did you not write an 
important article?

What was the subject of your 
first article?

(Though playing the game you 
should seek to answer these 
questions about your character.)

Scientist

Name:

(Pick a name for your character, 
both the surname and given 
name should start with the same
letter.)

Traits: 
Superior / Fair
Methodical / Versatile
Logical / Self-Promoting

(Select one of the options for 
each of the three traits, cross-
out the other.)

Questions:
What impresses you about the 
masked vigilante?

Why did you fake some results 
for a research paper?

What is your greatest scientific 
achievement?

(Though playing the game you 
should seek to answer these 
questions about your character.)



Teacher

Name:

(Pick a name for your character, 
both the surname and given 
name should start with the same
letter.)

Traits: 
Friendly / Outspoken
Perfectionist / Eager 
Patient / Jealous

(Select one of the options for 
each of the three traits, cross-
out the other.)

Questions:
What can we learn from the 
masked vigilante?

Why did you accept a bribe to let
a student succeed?

Which student are you most 
proud of?

(Though playing the game you 
should seek to answer these 
questions about your character.)

Entrepreneur

Name:

(Pick a name for your character, 
both the surname and given 
name should start with the same
letter.)

Traits: 
Competitive / Bossy
Charismatic / Risk Taker 
Greedy / Charitable

(Select one of the options for 
each of the three traits, cross-
out the other.)

Questions:
What is the value of the masked 
vigilante to you?

Why did you sell out your 
business partner?

Where did you make your 
money?

(Though playing the game you 
should seek to answer these 
questions about your character.)



Officer of the Law

Name:

(Pick a name for your character, 
both the surname and given 
name should start with the same
letter.)

Traits: 
Loyal / Suspicious
Quick to react / Calm 
Ignorant / Knowledgeable

(Select one of the options for 
each of the three traits, cross-
out the other.)

Questions:
How has the masked vigilante 
changed your job?

Why did you let a suspect go 
free?

Why did you follow your father’s 
career?

(Though playing the game you 
should seek to answer these 
questions about your character.)

Doctor

Name:

(Pick a name for your character, 
both the surname and given 
name should start with the same
letter.)

Traits: 
Efficient / Giving
Distant / Sarcastic 
Fussy / Relaxed

(Select one of the options for 
each of the three traits, cross-
out the other.)

Questions:
What concerns you about the 
masked vigilante's health?

Why did you not act to save a 
patient?

Why did you pick to specialise in 
heart diseases?

(Though playing the game you 
should seek to answer these 
questions about your character.)


